Single-ISA heterogeneous multi-core processors are typically composed of small (e.g., in-order) power-efficient cores and big (e.g., out-of-order) high-performance cores. The effectiveness of heterogeneous multi-cores depends on how well a scheduler can map workloads onto the most appropriate core type. In general, small cores can achieve good performance if the workload inherently has high levels of ILP. On the other hand, big cores provide good performance if the workload exhibits high levels of MLP or requires the ILP to be extracted dynamically.
Introduction
Heterogeneous multi-cores can enable higher performance and reduced energy consumption (within a given power budget) by executing workloads on the most appropriate core type. Recent work illustrates the potential of heterogeneous multi-cores to dramatically improve energyefficiency and power-efficiency [2, 3, 9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 30] . Commercial offerings include CPU and GPU integration, e.g., Intel's Sandy Bridge [12] , AMD's Fusion [1] , and NVidia's Tegra [25] ; or CPU plus accelerators, e.g., IBM's * A large part of this work was performed while Kenzo Van Craeynest was an intern at Intel/VSSAD. Cell [16] . Other commercial products integrate different CPU core types on a single chip, e.g., NVidia's Kal-El [26] which integrates four performance-tuned cores along with one energy-tuned core, and ARM's big.LITTLE chip [10] , which integrates a high-performance big core with a lowenergy small core on a single chip. The latter two examples are so-called single-ISA heterogeneous multi-cores, which means that the different core types implement the same instruction-set architecture (ISA); single-ISA heterogeneous multi-cores are the main focus of this paper.
A fundamental problem in the design space of single-ISA heterogeneous multi-core processors is how best to schedule workloads on the most appropriate core type. Making wrong scheduling decisions can lead to suboptimal performance and excess energy/power consumption. To address this scheduling problem, recent proposals use workload memory intensity as an indicator to guide application scheduling [2, 3, 9, 17, 22, 30] . Such proposals tend to schedule memory-intensive workloads on a small core and compute-intensive workloads on a big core. We show that such an approach causes suboptimal scheduling when memory intensity alone is not a good indicator for workload-tocore mapping.
In general, small (e.g., in-order) cores provide good performance for compute-intensive workloads whose subsequent instructions in the dynamic instruction stream are mostly independent (i.e., high levels of inherent ILP). On the other hand, big (e.g., out-of-order) cores provide good performance for workloads where the ILP must be extracted dynamically or the workload exhibits a large amount of MLP. Therefore, scheduling decisions on heterogeneous multi-cores can be significantly improved by taking into account how well a small or big core can exploit the ILP and MLP characteristics of a workload. This paper proposes Performance Impact Estimation (PIE) as a mechanism to select the appropriate workloadto-core mapping in a heterogeneous multi-core processor. The key idea of PIE is to estimate the expected performance for each core type for a given workload. In particular, PIE collects CPI stack, MLP and ILP profile information during runtime on any one core type, and estimates performance if the workload were to run on another core type. In essence, PIE estimates how a core type affects exploitable MLP and ILP, and uses the CPI stacks to estimate the impact on overall performance. Dynamic PIE scheduling collects profile information on a per-interval basis (e.g., 2.5 ms) and dynamically adjusts the workload-to-core mapping, thereby exploiting time-varying execution behavior. We show that dynamically collecting profile information requires minimal hardware support: five 10-bit counters and 64 bits of storage. We evaluate PIE scheduling using a large number of multi-programmed SPEC CPU2006 workload mixes. For a set of scheduling-sensitive workload mixes on a heterogeneous multi-core consisting of one big (out-of-order) and one small (in-order) core, we report an average performance improvement of 5.5% over recent state-of-the-art scheduling proposals. We also evaluate PIE scheduling and demonstrate its scalability across a range of heterogeneous multicore configurations, including private and shared last-level caches (LLCs). Finally, we show that PIE outperforms a sampling-based scheduling by an average of 8.7%.
Motivation
Efficient use of single-ISA heterogeneous multi-cores is dependent on the underlying workload scheduling policy. A number of recent proposals use memory intensity as an indicator to guide workload scheduling [2, 3, 9, 17, 22, 30] . This policy is based on the intuition that compute-intensive workloads benefit more from the high computational capabilities of a big core while memory-intensive workloads execute more energy-efficiently on a small core while waiting for memory.
To correlate whether memory intensity is a good indicator to guide workload scheduling, Figure 1 compares the slowdown for SPEC CPU2006 workloads on a small core relative to a big core (left y-axis), to the normalized CPI stack [5] on a big core (right y-axis). The normalized CPI stack indicates whether a workload is memory-intensive or compute-intensive. If the normalized CPI stack is memory dominant, then the workload is memory-intensive (e.g., mcf), else the workload is compute-intensive (e.g., tonto).
The figure illustrates workloads grouped into three categories on the x-axis: workloads that have reasonable slowdown (<1.75×) on the small core (type-I workloads), workloads that have significant slowdown (>2.25×) on the small core (type-III), and the remaining workloads are labeled as type-II. Making correct scheduling decisions in the presence of type-I and III workloads is most critical: making an incorrect scheduling decision, i.e., executing a type-III workload on a small core instead of a type-I workload, leads to poor overall performance, hence we label type-I and III as scheduling-sensitive workloads.
The figure shows that while memory intensity alone can provide a good indicator for scheduling some memoryintensive workloads (e.g., mcf) onto a small core, such practice can significantly slowdown other memory-intensive workloads (e.g., soplex).
Similarly, some computeintensive workloads (e.g., astar.r) observe a significant slowdown on a small core while other compute-intensive workloads (e.g., calculix) have reasonable slowdown when executing on a small core. This behavior illustrates that memory intensity (or compute intensity) alone is not a good indicator to guide application scheduling on heterogeneous multi-cores.
The performance behavior of workloads on small and big cores ( Figure 1 ) can be explained by the design characteristics of each core. Big cores are particularly suitable for workloads that require ILP to be extracted dynamically or have a large amount of MLP. On the other hand, small cores are suitable for workloads that have a large amount of inherent ILP. This implies that performance on different core types can be directly correlated to the amount of MLP and ILP prevalent in the workload. For example, consider a memory-intensive workload that has a large amount of MLP. Executing such a memory-intensive workload on a small core can result in significant slowdown if the small core does not expose the MLP. On the other hand, a compute-intensive workload with large amounts of ILP may have a reasonable slowdown on a small core and need not require the big core. To quantify this, Figure 2 illustrates slowdown and the loss in MLP (or ILP) when scheduling a workload on a small core instead of a big core. The workloads are sorted left-to-right based on memory intensity (inferred from the normalized CPI stack). We use MLP ratio to quantify MLP loss and ILP ratio to quantify ILP loss. MLP and ILP ratios are defined as follows:
ILP ratio = CP I base big /CP I base small (2) with M LP defined as the average number of outstanding memory requests if at least one is outstanding [4] , and CP I base as the base (non-miss) component of the CPI stack. The key observation from Figure 2 is that MLP ratio correlates with slowdown for memory-intensive applications (righthand side of the graph). Similarly, ILP ratio correlates with slowdown for compute-intensive workloads (lefthand side of the graph). In summary, Figures 1 and 2 indicate that memory intensity alone is not a good indicator for scheduling workloads on a heterogeneous multi-core. Instead, scheduling policies on heterogeneous multi-cores must take into account the amount of MLP and ILP that can be exploited by the different core types. Furthermore, the slowdowns (or speedups) when moving between different core types can directly be correlated to the amount of MLP and ILP realized on a target core. This suggests that the performance on a target core type can be estimated by predicting the MLP and ILP on that core.
Performance Impact Estimation (PIE)
A direct approach to determine the best scheduling policy on a heterogeneous multi-core is to apply sampling-based scheduling [2, 18, 19, 33] . Sampling-based scheduling dynamically samples different workload-to-core mappings at runtime and then selects the best performing mapping. While such an approach can perform well, it introduces performance overhead due to periodically migrating workloads between different core types. Furthermore, these overheads increase with the number of cores (and core types). To address these drawbacks, we propose Performance Impact Estimation (PIE).
The key idea behind PIE is to estimate (not sample) workload performance on a different core type. PIE accom- plishes this by using CPI stacks. We concentrate on two major components in the CPI stack: the base component and the memory component; the former lumps together all non-memory related components:
Figure 2 illustrated that MLP and ILP ratios provide good indicators on the performance difference between big and small cores. Therefore, we use MLP, ILP, and CPI stack information to develop our PIE model (see Figure 3 ). Specifically, we estimate the performance on a small core while executing on a big core in the following manner:
Similarly, we estimate the performance on a big core while executing on a small core as follows:
In the above formulas, CP I base big refers to the base CPI component on the big core estimated from the execution on the small core; CP I base small is defined similarly. The memory CPI component on the big (small) core is computed by dividing (multiplying) the memory CPI component measured on the small (big) core with the MLP ratio. The remainder of this section details on how we predict the base CPI components as well as the MLP ratio, followed by an evaluation of the PIE model. Section 4 then presents dynamic PIE scheduling, including how we collect the inputs to the PIE model during runtime by introducing performance counters.
Predicting MLP
The memory CPI component essentially consists of three contributors: the number of misses, the latency per (isolated) miss, and the number of simultaneously outstanding misses (MLP). In this paper, we assume that the big and small cores have the same cache hierarchy, i.e., the same number of cache levels and the same cache sizes at each level. In other words, we assume that the number of misses and the latency per miss is constant across core types 1 . However, MLP varies across core types as big cores and small cores vary in the amount of MLP that they can exploit. We now describe how we estimate MLP on the big core while running on the small core; and vice versa, we estimate MLP on the small core while running on the big core.
Combining these MLP estimates with measured MLP numbers on the current core type enables predicting the MLP ratio using Formula 1, which in its turn enables estimating the memory CPI components on the other core type, using Formulas 4 and 5.
Predicting big-core MLP on small core
Big out-of-order cores implement a reorder buffer, nonblocking caches, MSHRs, etc., which enables issuing independent memory accesses in parallel. The maximum MLP that a big core can exploit is bound by the reorder buffer size, i.e., a necessary condition for independent longlatency load misses to be issued to memory simultaneously is that they reside in the reorder buffer at the same time.
We therefore estimate the big-core MLP as the average number of memory accesses in the big-core reorder buffer. Quantitatively, we do so by calculating the average number of LLC misses per instruction observed on the small core (M P I small ) multiplied by the big-core reorder buffer size:
Note that the above estimate does not make a distinction between independent versus dependent LLC misses; we count all LLC misses. A more accurate estimate would be to count independent LLC misses only, however, in order to simplify the design, we simply count all LLC misses.
Predicting small-core MLP on big core
Small in-order cores exploit less MLP than big cores. A stall-on-miss core stalls on a cache miss, and hence, it does not exploit MLP at all -MLP equals one. A stall-on-use core can exploit some level of MLP: independent loads between a long-latency load and its first consumer can be issued to memory simultaneously. MLP for a stall-on-use core thus equals the average number of memory accesses between a long-latency load and its consumer. Hence, we estimate the MLP of a stall-on-use core as the average number of LLC misses per instruction on the big core multiplied by the average dependency distance D between an LLC miss and its consumer. (Dependency distance is defined as the number of dynamically executed instructions between a producer and its consumer.)
Again, in order to simplify the design, we approximate D as the dependency distance between any producer (not just an LLC miss) and its consumer. We describe how we measure the dependency distance D in Section 4.3.
Predicting ILP
The second CPI component predicted by the PIE model is the base CPI component.
Predicting big-core ILP on small core
We estimate the base CPI component for the big core as one over the issue width W big of the big core:
A balanced big (out-of-order) core should be able to dispatch approximately W big instructions per cycle in the absence of miss events. A balanced core design can be achieved by making the reorder buffer and related structures such as issue queues, rename register file, etc., sufficiently large to enable the core to issue instructions at a rate near the designed width [7] .
Predicting small-core ILP on big core
Estimating the base CPI component for a small (in-order) core while running on a big core is more complicated. For ease of reasoning, we estimate the average IPC and take the reciprocal of the estimated IPC to yield the estimated CPI. We estimate the average base IPC on the small core with width W small as follows:
We use simple probability theory to estimate the probability of executing i instructions in a given cycle. The probability of executing only one instruction in a given cycle equals the probability that an instruction produces a value that is consumed by the next instruction in the dynamic instruction stream (dependency distance of one):
Likewise, the probability of executing two instructions in a a given cycle equals the probability that the second instruction does not depend on the first, and the third depends on either the first or the second:
This generalizes to three instructions per cycle as well:
Finally, assuming a 4-wide in-order core, the probability of executing four instructions per cycle equals the probability that none of the instructions depend on a previous instruction in a group of four instructions:
Note that the above formulas do not take non-unit instruction execution latencies into account. Again, we used this approximation to simplify the design, and we found this approximation to be accurate enough for our purpose. Figure 4 evaluates the accuracy of our PIE model. This is done in two ways: we estimate big-core performance while executing the workload on a small core, and vice versa, we estimate small-core performance while executing the workload on a big core. We compare both of these to the actual slowdown. (We will describe the experimental setup in Section 5.) The figure shows that we achieve an average absolute prediction error of 9% and a maximum error of 35% when predicting speedup (predicting big-core performance on the small core). The average absolute prediction error for the slowdown (predicting small-core performance on the big core) equals 13% with a maximum error of 47%. More importantly, PIE accurately predicts the relative performance differences between the big and small cores. This is in line with our goal of using PIE for driving runtime scheduling decisions.
Evaluating the PIE Model
As a second step in evaluating our PIE model, we consider a heterogeneous multi-core and use PIE to determine the workload-to-core mapping. We consider all possible two-core multi-programmed workload mixes of SPEC CPU2006 applications and a two-core system with one big core and one small core and private LLCs. Further, benchmarks are scheduled on a given core and stay there for the remainder of the execution (static scheduling). Figure 5 reports performance (system throughput or weighted speedup) relative to worst-case scheduling for all workload mixes; we compare PIE scheduling against random and memory-dominance (memdom) scheduling. Memory-dominance scheduling refers to the conventional practice of always scheduling memory-intensive workloads on the small core.
PIE scheduling chooses the workload-to-core mapping by selecting the schedule that yields the highest (estimated) system throughput across both cores. PIE scheduling outperforms both random and memory-dominance scheduling over the entire range of workload mixes. Figure 6 provides more detailed results for workload mixes with type-I and type-III workloads. PIE outperforms worst-case scheduling by 14.2%, compared to random (8.5%) and memorydominance scheduling (9.2%). Put differently, PIE scheduling achieves 84% of optimal scheduling, compared to 54% for memory-dominance and 50% for random scheduling.
The PIE model takes into account both ILP and MLP. We also evaluated a version of PIE that only takes MLP into ac- count, i.e., ILP is not accounted for and is assumed to be the same on the big and small cores. We refer to this as MLP-ratio scheduling. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the importance of taking both MLP and ILP into account. MLP-ratio scheduling improves worst-case scheduling by 12.7% for type-I and III workloads, compared to 14.2% for PIE. This illustrates that accounting for MLP is more important than ILP in PIE.
So far, we evaluated PIE for a heterogeneous multi-core with one big and one small core (e.g., ARM's big.LITTLE design [10] ). We now evaluate PIE scheduling for heterogeneous multi-cores with one big core and multiple small cores, as well as several big cores and one small core (e.g., NVidia's Kal-El [26] ); we assume all cores are active all the time. Figure 7 shows that PIE outperforms memorydominance scheduling by a bigger margin even for these heterogeneous multi-core design points than for the onebig, one-small multi-core system.
Dynamic Scheduling
So far, PIE scheduling was evaluated in a static setting, i.e., a workload is scheduled on a given core for its entire execu- tion. There is opportunity to further improve PIE scheduling by dynamically adapting to workload phase behavior. To illustrate this, Figure 8 shows big-core and small-core CPI and MLP as a function of time for libquantum from SPEC CPU2006. The key observation here is that, although the average slowdown is high for the small core compared to the big core, the small core achieves comparable performance to the big core for some execution phases. For libquantum, approximately 10% of the instructions can be executed on the small core without significantly affecting overall performance. However, the time-scale granularity is relatively fine-grained (few milliseconds) and much smaller than a typical OS time slice (e.g., 10 ms). This suggests that dynamic hardware scheduling might be beneficial provided that rescheduling (i.e., migration) overhead is low.
Quantifying migration overhead
Dynamic scheduling incurs overhead for migrating workloads between different cores. Not only does migration incur a context switch, it also incurs overhead for warming hardware state, especially the cache hierarchy. A context switch incurs a fixed cost for restoring architecture state. To better understand the overhead due to cache warming, we consider a number of scenarios to gain insight on cache hierarchy designs for low migration overheads at fine-grained dynamic scheduling. Shared LLC. Figure 9 quantifies the performance overhead of migrating a workload every x milliseconds, with x varying from 1 ms to 50 ms. Migration overhead is measured by configuring two identical cores to share a 4MB LLC. Workloads are rescheduled to a different core every x ms. Interestingly, for a 2.5 ms migration frequency, the performance overhead due to migration is small, less than 0.6% for all benchmarks. The (small) performance overhead are due to (private) L1 and L2 cache warmup effects. Private powered-off LLCs. The situation is very different in case of a private LLC that is powered off when migrating a workload. Powering off a private LLC makes sense in case one wants to power down an entire core and its private cache hierarchy in order to conserve power. If the migration frequency is high (e.g., 2.5 ms), Figure 10 reports severe performance overhead for some workloads when the private cache hierarchy is powered off upon migration. The huge performance overheads are because the cache looses its data when powered off, and hence the new core must re-fetch the data from main memory. Private powered-on LLCs. Instead of turning off private LLCs, an alternative is to keep the private LLCs powered on and retain the data in the cache. In doing so, Figure 11 shows that performance overhead from frequent migrations is much smaller and in fact even leads to substantial performance benefits for a significant fraction of the benchmarks. The performance benefit comes from having a larger effective LLC: upon a miss in the new core's private LLC, the data is likely to be found in the old core's private LLC, and hence the data can be obtained more quickly from the old core's LLC through cache coherency than by fetching the data from main memory.
Dynamic PIE Scheduling
Having described the PIE model, we now describe Dynamic PIE scheduling. PIE scheduling is applicable to any number of cores of any core type. However, to simplify the discussion, we assume one core of each type. We assume as many workloads as there are cores, and that workloads are initially randomly scheduled onto each core. Furthermore, we assume that workload scheduling decisions can be made every x milliseconds.
To strive towards an optimal schedule, PIE scheduling requires hardware support for collecting CPI stacks on each core, the number of misses, the number of dynamically executed instructions, and finally the inter-instruction dependency distance distribution on the big core. We discuss the necessary hardware support in the next section.
During every time interval of x milliseconds, for each workload in the system, PIE uses the hardware support to compute CPI stacks, MLP and ILP on the current core type, and also predicts the MLP and ILP for the same workload on the other core type. These predictions are then fed into the PIE model to estimate the performance of each workload on the other core type. For a given performance metric, PIE scheduling uses these estimates to determine whether another scheduling decision would potentially improve overall system performance as compared to the current schedule. If so, workloads are rescheduled to the predicted core type. If not, the workload schedule remains intact and the process is repeated the next time interval.
Note that PIE scheduling can be done both in hardware and software. If the time interval of scheduling workloads to cores coincides with a time slice, then PIE scheduling can be applied in software, i.e., the hardware would collect the event counts and the software (e.g., OS or hypervisor) would make scheduling decisions. If scheduling decisions would need to be made at smaller time scale granularities, hardware can also make the scheduling decisions, transparent to the software [10] . 
Hardware support
PIE scheduling requires hardware support for collecting CPI stacks. Collecting CPI stacks on in-order cores is fairly straightforward and is implemented in commercial systems, see for example Intel Atom [11] . Collecting CPI stacks on out-of-order cores is more complicated because of various overlap effects between miss events, e.g., a longlatency load may hide the latency of another independent long-latency load miss or mispredicted branch, etc. Recent commercial processors such as IBM Power5 [23] and Intel Sandy Bridge [12] however provide support for computing memory stall components. PIE scheduling also requires the number of LLC misses and the number of dynamically executed instructions, which can be measured using existing hardware performance counters. In other words, most of the profile information needed by PIE can be readily measured on existing hardware. PIE scheduling requires some profile information that cannot be collected on existing hardware. For example, while running on a big core, PIE requires the ability to measure the inter-instruction dependency distance distribution for estimating small-core MLP and ILP. The PIE model requires the dependency distance distribution for a maximum dependency distance of W small only (where W small is the width of the small core). For a 4-wide core, this involves four plus one counters: four counters for computing the dependency distance distribution up to four instructions, and one counter for computing the average distance.
The PIE model requires that the average dependency distance D be computed over the dynamic instruction stream. This can be done by requiring a table with as many rows as there are architectural registers. The table keeps track of which instruction last wrote to an architectural register. The delta in dynamic instruction count between a register write and subsequent read then is the dependency distance. Note that the table counters do not need to be wide, because the dependency distance tends to be short [8] ; e.g., four bits per counter can capture 90% of the distances correctly. In summary, the total hardware cost to track the dependency distance distribution is roughly 15 bytes of storage: 4 bits times the number of architectural registers (64 bits for x86-64), plus five 10-bit counters.
Experimental Setup
We use CMP$im [13] to conduct the simulation experiments in this paper. We configure our simulator to model heterogeneous multi-core processors with big and small cores. The big core is a 4-wide out-of-order processor core; the small core is a 4-wide (stall-on-use) in-order processor core 2 . We assume both cores run at a 2 GHz clock frequency. Further, we assume a cache hierarchy consisting of three levels of cache, separate 32 KB L1 instruction and data caches, a 256 KB L2 cache and a 4 MB last-level L3 cache (LLC). We assume the L1 and L2 caches to be private per core for all the configurations evaluated in this paper. We evaluate both shared and private LLC configurations. We consider the LRU replacement policy in all of the caches unless mentioned otherwise; we also consider a state-ofthe-art RRIP shared cache replacement policy [15] . Finally, we assume an aggressive stream-based hardware prefetcher; we experimentally evaluated that hardware prefetching improves performance by 47% and 25% on average for the small and big cores, respectively.
We further assume that the time interval for dynamic scheduling is 2.5 ms; this is small enough to benefit from fine-grained exploitation of time-varying execution behavior while keeping migration overhead small. The overhead for migrating a workload from one core to another (storing and restoring the architecture state) is set to 300 cycles; in addition, we do account for the migration overhead due to cache effects.
We consider all 26 SPEC CPU2006 programs and all of their reference inputs, leading to 54 benchmarks in total. We select representative simulation points of 500 million instructions each using PinPoints [27] . When simulating a multi-program workload we stop the simulation when the slowest workload has executed 500 million instructions. Faster running workloads are reiterated from the beginning of the simulation point when they reach the end. We report system throughput (STP) [6] (also called weighted speedup [31] ) which quantifies system-level performance or aggregate throughput achieved by the system.
Results and Analysis
We evaluate dynamic PIE scheduling on private and shared LLCs with LRU, and a shared LLC with RRIP replacement. We compare PIE scheduling to a sampling-based strategy [2, 18, 19, 33] that assumes running a workload for one time interval on one core and for the next time interval on the other core. The workload-core schedule that yields 2 We also ran experiments with a 2-wide in-order processor and found the performance for the 2-wide in-order processor to be within 10% of the 4-wide in-order processor, which is a very small compared to the 200%+ performance difference between in-order versus out-of-order processor performance. Hence, we believe that our conclusions hold true irrespective of the width of the in-order processor. the highest performance is then maintained for the next 10 time intervals, after which the sampling phase is reinitiated.
Private LLCs
We first assume that each core has its private LLC. Figure 12 quantifies the relative performance over random scheduling for sampling-based, memory-dominance and PIE scheduling. PIE scheduling clearly outperforms the other scheduling strategies by a significant margin. Across the type-I and III workload mixes, we report an average 5.5% and 8.7% improvement in performance over memory-dominance and sampling-based scheduling, respectively. The improvement over memory-dominance scheduling comes from two sources: PIE is able to more accurately determine the better workload-to-core mapping, and in addition, PIE can exploit fine-grain phase behavior, unlike memorydominance scheduling. PIE also improves upon samplingbased scheduling, because PIE does not incur any overhead from sampling because it (accurately) estimates the performance impact of a workload reschedule, and hence, it can more quickly and better adapt to fine-grain phase behavior.
Shared LLC
With shared LLCs, Figure 13 shows similar conclusions to private LLCs: PIE outperforms random, sampling-based and memory-dominance scheduling. For the type-I and III workload mixes, we obtain an average 3.7% and 6.4% improvement in performance over memory-dominance and sampling-based scheduling, respectively. The performance improvement is slightly lower for private LLCs though. The reason is that none of the scheduling strategies anticipate conflict behavior in the shared LLC, and, as a result, some of the scheduling decisions may be partly offset by negative conflict behavior in the shared LLC. Further, in the case of sampling-based scheduling, LLC performance changes when switching between core types (as a result of sampling) because the access patterns change, which in turn changes overall performance; in other words, sampling is particularly ineffective in case of a shared LLC.
RRIP-managed shared LLC
So far, we assumed an LRU cache replacement policy. However, it has been shown that LRU is not the most effective shared cache management policy; a state-of-the-art shared cache replacement policy is RRIP [15] which significantly improves LLC performance by predicting the rereference behavior of cache blocks. The results for PIE scheduling applied to an RRIP-managed LLC are shown in Figure 14 . For the type-I and III workload mixes, PIE scheduling improves performance by 2.4% and 7.8% over memory-dominance and sampling-based scheduling, respectively. An interesting observation to make from Figure 14 is that an intelligent shared cache management policy such as RRIP is able to reduce the performance hit observed for some of the workloads due to scheduling. A large fraction of the workloads observe a significant performance hit under sampling-based scheduling (and a handful workloads under memory-dominance scheduling) for an LRUmanaged shared LLC, see bottom left in Figure 13 ; these performance hits are removed through RRIP, see Figure 14 .
In other words, a scheduling policy can benefit from an intelligent cache replacement policy: incorrect decisions by the scheduling policy can be alleviated (to some extent) by the cache management policy.
Related Work
Heterogeneous multi-cores desings vary from single-ISA cores only varying in clock frequency, to single-ISA cores differing in microarchitecture, to cores with non-identical ISAs. Since we focus on single-ISA heterogeneous multicores, we only discuss this class of heterogeneity.
Kumar et al. [18] made the case for heterogeneous single-ISA multi-core processors when running a single application: they demonstrate that scheduling an application across core types based on its time-varying execution behavior can yield substantial energy savings. They evaluate both static and dynamic scheduling policies. In their followon work, Kumar et al. [19] study scheduling on heterogeneous multi-cores while running multi-program workloads.
The dynamic scheduling policies explored in these studies use sampling to gauge the most energy-efficient core. Becchi and Crowley [2] also explore sample-based scheduling. Unfortunately, sample-based scheduling, in contrast to PIE, does not scale well with increasing core count: an infrequent core type (e.g., a big core in a one-big, multiple-small core configuration) quickly becomes a bottleneck. Bias scheduling [17] is very similar to memorydominance scheduling. It schedules programs that exhibit frequent memory and other resource stalls on the small core, and programs that are dominated by execution cycles (and hence low fraction of stalls) on the big core. Thresholds are used to determine a program's bias towards a big versus small core based on these stall counts.
HASS [30] is a static scheduling policy, the key motivation being scalability. Chen and John [3] leverage offline program profiling. An obvious limitation of static/offline scheduling is that it does not enable exploiting time-varying execution behavior. PIE on the other hand is a dynamic scheduling algorithm that, in addition, is scalable.
Several studies [9, 30, 32] explore scheduling in heterogeneous systems by changing clock frequency across cores; the core microarchitecture does not change though. Such studies do not face the difficulty of having to deal with differences in MLP and ILP across core types. Hence, memory-dominance based scheduling is likely to work well for such architectures.
Age-based scheduling [20] predicts the remaining execution time of a thread in a multi-threaded program and schedules the oldest thread on the big core. Li et al. [21] evaluate the idea of scheduling programs on the big core first, before scheduling programs on the small cores, in order to make sure the big power-hungry core is fully utilized.
Chou et al. [4] explored how microarchitecture techniques affect MLP. They found that out-of-order processors can better exploit MLP compared to in-order processors. We show that MLP and ILP are important criteria to take into account when scheduling on heterogeneous multicores, and we propose the PIE method for doing so.
Patsilaras et al. [28, 29] study how to best integrate an MLP technique (such as runahead execution [24] ) into an asymmetric multi-core processor, i.e., should one integrate the MLP technique into the small or big core, or both? They found that if the small core runs at a higher frequency and implements an MLP technique, the small core might become more beneficial for exploiting MLP-intensive workloads. Further, they propose a hardware mechanism to dynamically schedule threads to core types based on the amount of MLP in the dynamic instruction stream, which they estimate by counting the number of LLC misses in the last 10K instructions interval. No currently shipping commercial processor employs runahead execution; also, running the small core at a high frequency might not be possible given current power concerns. We therefore take a different approach: we consider a heterogeneous multi-core system as a given -we do not propose changing the architecture nor the frequency of either core type -and we schedule tasks onto the most appropriate core type to improve overall performance while taking both MLP and ILP into account as a criterion for scheduling.
Conclusions
Single-ISA heterogeneous multi-cores are typically composed of small (e.g., in-order) cores and big (e.g., out-oforder) cores. Using different core types on a single die has the potential to improve energy-effiency without sacrificing significant performance. However, the success of heterogeneous multi-cores is directly dependent on how well a scheduling policy maps workloads to the best core type (big or small). Incorrect scheduling decisions can unnecessarily degrade performance and waste energy/power. With this in mind, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We show that using memory intensity alone as an indictator to guide workload scheduling decisions can lead to suboptimal performance. Instead, scheduling policies must take into account how a core type can exploit the ILP and MLP characteristics of a workload.
• We propose the Performance Impact Estimation (PIE) model to guide workload scheduling. The PIE model uses CPI stack, ILP and MLP information of a workload on a given core type to estimate the performance on a different core type. We propose PIE models for both small (in-order) and big (out-of-order) cores.
• Using the PIE model, we propose dynamic PIE scheduling. Dynamic PIE collects CPI stack, ILP and MLP information at run time to guide workload scheduling decisions.
• We show that the use of shared LLCs can enable high frequency, low-overhead, fine-grained scheduling to exploit time-varying execution behavior. We also show that the use of private LLCs can provide similar capability as long as the caches are not flushed on core migrations.
We evaluate PIE for a variety of systems with varying core counts and cache configurations. Across a large number of scheduling-sensitive workloads, we show that PIE scheduling is scalable to any core count and outperforms prior work by a significant margin.
In this paper, we focused on using PIE scheduling to improve the weighted speedup metric for a heterogeneous multi-core system. The evaluations were primarily done for multi-programmed workload mixes. However, PIE scheduling can also be applied to improve multi-threaded workload performance. Furthermore, when multiple workloads contend for the same core type, PIE scheduling can be extended to optimize for fairness. Exploring these extensions is part of our on-going work.
